A Qualitative Study of Illness Narratives that Demonstrate the Master Plot of Overcoming the Monster and Support stroke survivors in utilising it
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Abstract: (1) Background: limited research exists which considers master plots expressed by individuals with Stroke. The literature so far has focused on identified pre-established illness narrative types; (2) Methods: A narrative method was selected and a purposive sample of individuals with Stroke are identified. A categorical-form analysis was undertaken; (3) Results: A narrative master plot named overcoming the monster is identified and explored for its components and located temporally for each participant; (4) Conclusions: Health care professionals need to understand the importance of understanding the master plot overcoming the monster. This research supports the need for health care professionals to recognise and support narratives by listening in a non-directive way.
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1. Introduction

Health care professionals (HCPs) and patients express the effects of a stroke differently, most typically HCPs focus on the identification of physiological and neurological effects, whilst patient identify meaning by interpreting the event in relation to their own biographical history [1]. Current guidelines [2] for best practice illustrate the importance of covering many areas; in the desire to achieve best practice and cover all recommendations, physiotherapists could miss the value of the person’s story. Personal account of illnesses are important to create social awareness, to reduce stigma towards the illness and influence research and policies [1]. Telling stories provides the individual with an opportunity to create meaning and (re)establish a sense of social identity [3]. HCPs will benefit from understanding narratives as it will allow a greater access to patients [9], it will also challenge current ‘therapeutic emplotment’, which is the creation of stories through interactions, helping consider what is said (or not said) and how they act or what they conceal during an interaction [13].

Narratives are often identifiable by genres or master plots. Frank [4] describes this as the “most general storyline that can be recognised underlying the plot” (page 75). The most cited illness narrative master plots are often from this work including the quest, chaos and restitution narratives e.g., [5]. In chronic neurological illnesses including stroke other master plots have been named, for instance Soundy et al., [6] identifies 13 master plots. Other master plots found in history and culture are often portrayed in film [7] give an illustration the most common stories available to people, although, to the best of the authors knowledge they have not yet been considered against illness narrative master plots. One of these types which may be particularly prevalence in stroke is named ‘overcoming the monster’. Booker [7] states that this story can be identified when a life is
threatened by an all-powerful monster, once identified, the hero has to fight and defeat the monster. Typically, in past stories the monster is represented by a creature (e.g., a giant). The creature holds power over the hero. The important part of the story is that the monster or evil is killed and the power it holds overthrown.

This ‘overcoming the monster’ master plot is important because narrative based studies in stroke have identified elements of it. For instance, the most common metaphors identified alongside the experience of stroke include the terms journey and battle, such metaphors suggest an experience of social disempowerment [8]. Further to this, the idea of recovery being a war and qualities of a person being a fighter are ever-present in stroke [1]. HCPs need to be aware of such metaphors and how this links to this narrative master plot and patient would likely benefit from sharing stories that illustrate this. It is important to recognise that the ‘monster’ can be represented in different and unique ways for instance this could include the interpersonal challenges, cognitive, physical or emotional functioning [9]. The monster could be identified as symptoms of the stroke directly or experiences associated with having a stroke such as depression due to its high prevalence following a stroke [10], isolation [11], it could also include an individual social identity which is often associated with successful living post stroke [12].

Research is needed that can consider what people use in their stories to illustrate the ‘monster’ and identify how they overcome that monster so that greater support for the aspects of dealing with the monster is possible. Research is also needed that examines the factors which may influence it, for instance adaptation is influenced by the ability to; reappraise one’s situation, make personal choices and accept what happened, the ability to use support networks and learning form others [14]. Alternatively, the ability to access such a story may be influenced by empowering interactions with others or disabling experiences of isolation [15]. It is acknowledged that stroke narratives can vary because of personality, culture and psychological adaptation [12]. However, gaining an insight to individual stories will be an important start to this research. This may be best achieved through a small sample of individuals that can look back on their own journey to narrate greater details of their experiences.

The aim of this study was to identify stories that illustrated the master plot of overcoming the monster and help individuals with Stroke and HCPs understand it and use it to help others.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1 Design

A narrative methodology was assumed situated within a constructivist view of the world, with a relativist ontology and a subjectivist epistemology [16]. This means that reality is viewed as multiple, and knowledge view as being constructed through interactions and then formed on a psychological level. A standardised framework was used to report methods [17].

2.2 Researcher characteristics and reflexivity

The researchers undertaking this research were a white male academic who is 42 years old and a middle eastern female PhD student. People with Stroke were not known to either individual and no information about the researchers was given before the interview.

2.3 Context
The setting of the interview was from the researcher’s home and delivered across skype in a single time point. This was selected to protect individuals during the COVID-19 outbreak and local restrictions. Prior to the interviews, demographic information was gathered, including gender, age, type of stroke, and time since onset of stroke.

2.4 Sampling and Participant

Participants were purposively sampled from a well-known website (not identified to shield individual’s identity) that allows advertisement of research projects and a local community group. Individuals interested emailed the authors to arrange an interview following consent procedures. Sample size was selected on the ability to reveal rich aspects of a singular master plot examined through the experiences of individuals, the need of this research was not to claim statistical generalisability but rather to impact the reader and consider how it may transfer to others stories [18].

2.5 Eligibility

Participants were included if;(a) Adults who were 18 years of age and over, (b) They were at least 2 years post stroke, (c) any type of stroke was included, (d) individuals had to be able to comprehend and answer questions and communicate through skype or zoom, (e) were able to provide informed consent. Participants were excluded if a translator was required.

2.7 Ethical approval

Ethical approval was obtained from the University of Birmingham (ERN number: 17-0149).

2.8 Semi-structured interview guide

A single semi-structured interview was developed and pilot tested. No changes to the guide were made following the pilot interview. The interview schedule had 4 major sections and 29 questions and can be viewed in the Supplementary file. The average interview time taken was 60 minutes.

2.9 Data analysis

Following the interviews and data collection, individuals were selected to be part of the analysis if their story represented elements of the narrative master plot overcoming the monster. A categorical-form type of narrative analysis [19] was conducted. Four stages of analysis were undertaken ;(1) Open Coding, during the stage the lead author immersed herself in the text and verbatim recorded to identify codes and comments on relevant excerpts in relation to what master plots could be identified and why, (2)A defendable case was made for the identification of master plots by the first author to the supervising author using mind mapping and tables to represent comments. (3) The selection of overcoming the monster plot was made. Identification of the elements of the story was undertaken by answering each of the following questions for the participants who presented it: (a) What was the monster? (b) What needed to be overcome?, (c) How was it overcome?, (d) Consequences and (5) Critical moments. (4) Finally, a description of the master plot from each participant who presented (See supplementary file) and summary of the plot given in tables (see below).

2.10 Trustworthiness in the narrative
We used a framework by Andrews [20] to ensure quality with a focus on the story and ability to provide a plot summary for each individual that include a temporal framing, with critical moments identified.

3. Results

3.1 Demographics

Six participants (59±14 years; 2 male and 4 female) were selected as the master plot identified was associated with overcoming the monster. See Table 1 for a break-down of information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant ID</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Time with stroke</th>
<th>Type of stroke</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>62 years</td>
<td>15 years</td>
<td>Ischemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>40 years</td>
<td>13 years</td>
<td>Multifocal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>64 years</td>
<td>12 years</td>
<td>Ischemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>63 years</td>
<td>8 years</td>
<td>Ischemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>80 years</td>
<td>16 years</td>
<td>Ischemic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46 years</td>
<td>4 years</td>
<td>Ischemic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Findings relating to overcoming the monster master plot

Several key findings were identified across participants which helped explain the master plot. Table 2 provides this information.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>What was the monster?</th>
<th>What needed to be overcome?</th>
<th>How was it overcome?</th>
<th>Consequences</th>
<th>Critical moments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1. Threat of the illness on his mental health, ability to work and sense of self 2. The problems and aspects that went wrong in hospital</td>
<td>1. Mobility 2. Psychological state, not believing what was possible 3. Motivation and overcoming the feeling crushed by the experience but identifying that it was possible to improve your situation</td>
<td>1. Identify goals and an action which are to be achieved from initial goals like going to the lavatory alone, to influencing research and presenting at conferences. 2. Having and benefiting family support 3. Fighting for independence and taking ground back that represented him</td>
<td>1. Achieve personal goals 2. Influence change and help others.</td>
<td>1. Identifying that hope is needed in some form and there is a danger of false despair, as much as false hope. He did this by focusing on improvement rather than recovery. 2. Identification of the need to change what was wrong with the health care interactions he had. A mission was begun. 3. Having family that support and encourage at a time or feeling fragile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1. The internal view of her situation and the mental health experiences that resulted 2. The difficulty and challenge faced when trying to change her situation and obtain support.</td>
<td>1. The isolation and feeling of being abandoned 2. Being able to support her children independently</td>
<td>1. Need to ‘fight’ with social services to get support for her children 2. Sought counselling 3. Identified a need to help herself 4. Volunteering</td>
<td>1. Being able to help others with a stroke who faced similar difficulties</td>
<td>1. Feeling abandoned in hospital 2. Getting support for children</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1. The physical effects of the stroke and impacting on the ability to leave hospital and on living post discharge 2. The inability to move 3. The doubt from health care professionals around the benefit of activities selected</td>
<td>1. Move in hospital enough to be discharged 2. That he wouldn’t be back to normal in 3-6 months as he had originally thought post stroke 3. Continue to work 4. Mobility and movement against the odds</td>
<td>1. Increasing mobility 2. Identifying who he wanted to be and who he did not want to be 3. Identified a need for being determined or ‘bloody-minded’ 4. Undertaking activities which were not prescribed persistently in order to obtain benefit</td>
<td>1. Using his disability to help others by volunteering</td>
<td>1. That going back to normal wasn’t going to happen 2. Realising that mobility could change</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1. Within hospital. The need to come to terms and identifying a new life</td>
<td>1. Achieved by ‘moving on’ and identifying a new life</td>
<td>1. Identification of what she wanted to do</td>
<td>1. Want to give something back</td>
<td>1. Coming to terms by herself with what has happened and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Experience of a threat to independence and living</td>
<td>1. Mental health including depression</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Not having a carer or being dependent on others</td>
<td>2. Lack of motivation and being disheartened</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>By seeing life differently</td>
<td>1. Motivation to engage in rehabilitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Being open to change and benefit seeking</td>
<td>2. Movation to want to change</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Understanding that uncertainty can be embraced when seen as an adventure</td>
<td>1. Having a significant other encourage her</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>By fighting and benefiting from treatment</td>
<td>2. Motivated not to let the other down</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>By using experiences to create change</td>
<td>1. Finding a way out of a place where mental health problems didn’t impact on her and where symptoms were different</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Openness to change, knowing change was uncertainty by being willing to be open to embrace it as an adventure.</td>
<td>1. Experiencing mental health difficulties and a lack of motivation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Inability to speak or community, dependent on others in hospital</td>
<td>2. Engagement with her daughter to create change.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Becoming a counsellor and volunteer at a hospital</td>
<td>2. Beginning a journey of helping others</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Seek to use her own experience to share with and help others move on and see that a ‘new’ life is possible. Identifying to them that they didn’t have to seek to be restored or identify as life as being over.</td>
<td>3. That health care professionals were not able to do what she could.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Being able to identify, listen and understand others in order to help them</td>
<td>the need to move on soon after discharge</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Identifying to them that they didn’t have to seek to be restored or identify as life as being over.</td>
<td>2. Past experience of benefit finding and seeing the adventure that could be had</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Being able to identify, listen and understand others in order to help them</td>
<td>4. Inability to speak or community, dependent on others in hospital</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Experiencing mental health difficulties and a lack of motivation</td>
<td>2. Engagement with her daughter to create change.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with what was happening by herself
2. Being alone and not being able to identify with others in a similar situation
3. That it didn’t have to be a monster, if support could be given

2. Identification of achievements made that linked to what she wanted to do
3. Determination to prove ‘everyone’ wrong

Identifying to them that they didn’t have to seek to be restored or identify as life as being over.

Openness to change, knowing change was uncertainty by being willing to be open to embrace it as an adventure.
3.3 Identification of the monster and what needed to be overcome

The monster could be identified as the experience of mental health problem or a thought cycle that linked in with a sense of being defeated or crushed and the experience of a different sense of self (P1; P2; P3). For P1 this was overcoming a sense of feeling crushed by the experienced but slowly identifying it was possible to overcome. P3 realised he would not be back to ‘normal’ in 3-6 months.

A sense of feeling isolation was another monster (P2; P5; P6). This was created by not being able to identify with others in a similar situation (P5), or not being able to have a carer and being dependent on others (P6).

The monster could be seen as the threat to being independent (P1; P2; P3; P6). For instance, experiencing a threat to independence and living, and needing to be open to all change that occurs (P6). The ability to work and earn (P1; P3).

Identification of problems with the health care experience that was seen as a monster that needed to be overcome, although recognised importantly as one that didn’t have to exist (P5). The monster could be the negative experience of care received and negative impact on dignity (P1). It was expressed as the difficulty faced when seeking support and care from services and not receiving any (P2), and the doubt suggested by HCPs at what his own rehabilitation activities involved.

3.4 How was it overcome and consequences

Three principle ways the monster was overcome, included the character of the person and identification of a fight, ways of instigating change and improvements and goals and achievements. Achievements represented one outcome and the other was the influence and impact on peers and others.

3.5 The fight and characteristics of the person

The ability to begin overcoming required motivation, so in some cases there was a change from surviving to fighting back and creating a motivation and want to fight (P1; P2). Several participants identified with the idea of fighting. This was represented as fighting for independence and taking back control (P1), fighting with social services for extra support for her children (P2), and fighting with and benefiting from treatment (P6). In addition to this several individuals focused on their characteristics which represented them against the monster, that included being determined or bloody minded (P3), determined to prove everyone wrong (P5), motivated not to let someone else down (P7).

3.6 Ways of instigating change and improvements

Individuals were firstly able to make further improvements by internally viewing life differently e.g., P5 stated a recognition to moving on early after discharge and identifying a new life. P6 identified this by viewing experiences differently, being open to change and embracing uncertainty as an adventure. P3 was able to make improvements by undertaking specific activities, for instance, activities which were not prescribed, part of overcoming the monster for P3 was overcoming the disbelief from the HCPs. For P1 it was important to start with early goals which were a struggle to achieve for P1, the achievements then lead to bigger and impressive goals.

3.7 Goals and achievements (consequence)
Identification of goals which were to be achieved and changing these goals as improvements were made was clearly identified by P1 and P5. For instance, for P1 goals began in the hospital with being able to independently go to the toilet, they existed at his home with goals to ride miles on his recumbent exercise bike (e.g., from his home to Paris) and goals of sharing his experience of health care as part of training for health care professionals.

3.8 Having an impact on others (consequence)

One of most consistent consequence and identified benefit was influencing others and wanting to help those who had to do through similar experiences (P1; P2; P3; P5). For instance, P5 had undertaken volunteering at a hospital and had become a counsellor to achieve this.

3.9 Critical moments within the plot

Two general moments were represented across individuals, this included moments when they recognised limited or negative support and moments when change was identified.

3.10 Moments of recognising limited or negative support

Several participants identified negative moments of support from HCPs. For instance, P1 identified that false despair could be caused through interactions with HCPs, he felt so strongly about this that he became involved in research to change health care. P2 identified feeling abandoned in hospital and P5 was able to help peers in a way she considered that HCPs which is (identifying a key limitation in the service provision).

3.11 Moment when change was identified or understanding what was possible

Several, critical moments existed when considering possibilities. This included moment when P1 identified the importance of family at a moment of being fragile, when support helped change his view. In a similar way P7 had identified that a want and need to change her situation was driven from interacting with her daughter and wanting to change for her daughter’s sake. P6 had a similar experience of being dependent on others in hospital, however P6 had past experience of seeing life differently and was able to use any experience as an adventure, not sure of what would come from it. P3 identified realising that going back to normal wasn’t possible but realising that mobility could change. P5 identified early after discharge a need to leave her old life behind and begin a new one, so there was no looking back.

4. Discussion

To the best of the authors knowledge, this is the first study to consider the importance of the master plot overcoming the monster. The monster was represented as mental health difficulties, as the effects of poor experiences to care, and from the loss of a sense of self. Individuals identified a period when overcoming wasn’t possible, this may be seen as a time when individual have to survive, as such a time HCPs voices are critical in influence and support from others is critical, although a number identified the internal strength to change.

Overcoming the monster required an ability to see that change needed, to identify a reason to fight for a person like a close other or people that could be helped. These aspects are central to the emplotment of the narrative [13]. HCPs need to be mindful of the
medical voice that can result from training and influences how they respond to narrative types [21]. HCPs must also acknowledge and be prepared for simultaneous stories to be told by patient [5]. Responding to a highly recognisable (possibly perceived unrealistic) master plot, like Restitution, in a directive way may create a monster. A first step in interacting with narrative master plot may be to understand what the monster may be for the patient or exploring metaphors which could reveal the narrative and empower the individual [8]. Training around the value supportive non-directive interactions could be central to aiding this process e.g., [22]. Also adopting a storytelling approach to therapy may also be importance, since such interventions in stroke are associated with positive psychosocial outcomes such as coping, hope and support [23]. It is possible that particular stories of overcoming the monster are more identifiable and accessible from peers as shown in recent peer interventions [11].

Motivation was gained out of positive and successful experiences and their appeared to be great value in understanding the importance of identifying and focusing on small improvements. This finding can be supported by the significant association between family support with motivation and self-efficacy identified in past research [24]. Supporting independence could be critical to this narrative and seeking positive improvements however small could lead to gains in self-efficacy and an ability to overcome created. This could reflect the importance of careful attention to narrative emplotment [25].

Understanding that the creation of such a plot can take years is important, so health care professionals and patients may need to wait for other plots to be expressed, the initial plots identified by people like wanting to be restored or having no hope require careful support. Rather than focusing on what is wrong with the plot there may be more value in understanding how to motivate individuals by knowing the strategies that enhance adherence [26].

4.1 Clinical implications

Overcoming the monster may represent a master plot that evolves over time and may not initially be seen straight after Stroke. It is possible that clinicians recognise more common plots and may seek to correct them, not understanding what the monster is or that their interaction could create it. Seeking to understanding patient metaphors may be one simple step to identifying a ‘monster’. This could be metaphors that represent a battle or fight, metaphors that represent their character as a ‘fighter’ or ‘persistent’, or other metaphors around the idea of a journey. Further to this acknowledging the value and promoting access to peer narratives that may illustrate how their own ‘monster’ was overcome could be important within the rehabilitation experience.

One form of monster in the current study was poor interactions with health care professionals. To prevent this training that helps health care professionals understand the psychology of master plots is important and further research needs to consider this. It may be important that health care professionals recognise the importance of individuals with stroke in accessing peer stories and seek to offer a variety of stories in different formats (e.g., groups, tele-based, videos online).

4.2 Limitations

Further research is needed that can consider health care professionals responses to this narrative master plot. The applicability of this work may vary depending on the extent of deficits experienced (e.g., language, perception, or memory) or the side of the brain effected (Egberg et al., 2021).
5. Conclusions

Health care professionals need to understand the importance of developing the overcoming the monster narrative master plot and understand what factors influence it. This article supports past evidence around the importance of listening to stories in a non-directive way.
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